We study Faddeev formulation of gravity, in which the metric is composed of vector fields or the tetrad of the ten-dimensional fields, f A λ , where λ = 1, 2, 3, 4 and A = 1, . . . , 10 is vector index w. r. t. the Euclidean (or Minkowsky) tendimensional spacetime. We propose representation of the type of the Cartan-Weyl one. It is based on extending the set of variables by introducing the infinitesimal SO(10) connection. Excluding this connection via equations of motion we reproduce the original Faddeev action. A peculiar feature of this representation is occurrence of the local SO(10) symmetry violating condition so that SO (10) symmetry is only global one in full correspondence with that the original Faddeev formulation just possesses SO(10) symmetry w. r. t. the global SO(10) rotation of the Euclidean ten-dimensional spacetime. We also consider analog of the BarberoImmirzi parameter which can be naturally introduced in the considered representation.
Introduction
For simplicity, we consider the case of the Euclidean signature. Faddeev (1)
The Latin capitals label coordinates of an Euclidean ten-dimensional space. The Greek indices label the indices of the four world coordinates and can be raised/lowered in the usual way with the help of the metric tensor. The value is introduced,
which has the same transformation properties at diffeomorphisms as connection does.
The comma in indices usually means derivative, f µA,ν ≡ ∂ ν f µA , with exception of special definitions like Ω λ,µν and torsion and curvature just below. The torsion is
The curvature tensor is
or
where
is projector onto the directions in the ten-dimensional space orthogonal to subspace spanned by the four 10-vectors at the given point ("vertical"directions) and
The action is
The variation of action is represented as
Here Π AB V B λ are vertical and H λµ f µ A are horizontal components of the variation w. r. t. f λA . The calculation gives
The equations of motion V λA = 0 give T Let us compare this formulation with the Cartan-Weyl form of the gravity action for the usual tetrad (4 × 4 matrix). The action is
The tetrad e 
Here again
But now T λ,[µν] = 0 means zero curvature R λµ ik , therefore nontrivial case requires
So we can compare both formulations in the following table.
formulation
(on eqs. of motion)
It is seen that both formulations are in a sense mutually dual: a variable that is zero in one formulation is nonzero in another one, and vice versa. This is emphasized by the fact that the number of independent variables is the same in both cases: 4 × 10 = 40 components of f 
Here ω AB λ is SO(10) infinitesimal connection.
Cartan-Weyl action for SO(10)
We can perform the gauge transformation of the local frames which forces f . This is evident for the bilinear over ω terms in (15). As for the terms with derivatives, we write, e. g.,
Here RHS contains ω λAB just in the form ω λBA f B µ . In turn, decompose this horizontal projection into the horizontal and vertical components over the remaining SO(10) index,
Evidently, h λµν = −h λνµ .
Varying the action (15) w. r. t. ω AB λ , we get the eqs. of motion for ω,
First, let us take vertical components of both sides of this equation (w. r. t., say, index B) and substitute the expansion (17) for ω λAB here. This gives for the vertical part of the connection
Substitute the v A λµ found back to (17) and to (18). This gives eqs. for h λµν ,
Here Π AB = δ AB − Π AB = f λ A f λB is horizontal projector. Taking into account that
and lowering λ, we get
Here
. The system is equivalent to a smaller number of independent components,
and has formally the same solution for h λµν as Cartan-Weyl formalism for ω λik e i µ e k ν (13),
The curvature tensor for the connection ω λAB
being horizontally projected over both SO (10) 
Here S νρ,λµ (5) arises from the vertical part v λµA of the connection ω λBA f B µ . Also we find for the bilinear in ω part of the curvature tensor that
Again, the last term here is due to v λµA . In overall,
where the last term is due to v λµA . Using the identity
in eq. (28) and taking into account that
we see that the last term is canceled, and we are left with the Riemannian curvature
and, in particular, with the Hilbert-Einstein action
Representation for the Faddeev action
Important point in the above derivation is occurrence of the Faddeev action for gravity 
Here Λ 
Barbero-Immirzi parameter
Some natural generalization of the considered representation can be made. It is analogous to generalization of the Cartan-Weyl form of the Hilbert-Einstein action (12) via adding a term to it which vanishes on the eqs. of motion for connections [5, 6] ,
Here γ is a constant known as Barbero-Immirzi parameter [7, 8] . This can be immediately transferred to the considered SO(10) case (33),
Let us exclude ω λAB . Applying variation Π DB δ/δω AB λ to action we get the eqs. of
Solution for ω λBA f B µ is the same as in the above case 1/γ = 0 and is v λµA (19) found above,
Substituting this back to (35) we find the action
which modifies (9) by adding a parity odd term. 
This is modification of the above V λA = 0 with V λA given by (11). This modification seems to be not qualitatively crucial, and these equations still give T 
